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currently available give.tis some insight largely on the development of insti-
,.a 4

tutionalftypeK, hence of sector differentiation. We set forth these ideas
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. Higher education is a social structure .or the control and distribution

of advanced thought and technique. Its basic organizationalforrs are

locations for discovering, conserving, refining, transmitting, and applying

advanced idels,and skills, withthe handling of knowledge materials therebyI
made a common thread in the many specific activities of acader_ic or;,ers.

Compared to other social institutions and to education at lower levels, th:e

configuration of tasks is uniquely knowledge-intensive and knowledge;-extensive.

Ilk every nationa.1 systez, a set of operational units concentrate intensively,

on specialized fields of knowledge acrossa Spectrum that may range from

attheolOgy to zoology, and includes dozens of specia lties as diverse as civil

engineering, 'French literature, constitutional law, high-energy p:vsits, and

child psychology. -This'highly unusual broad coverage cf ffnely-tuned, s2eoia'"eq

grows in scale apace the general enlargement of knowledge in-society.

inordinate and growing complexity cf tasks, while lonp, ..

practitioners and observers, has in the main been obscured simplistic

statements about the purposes of higher_eduration. Doctrines that define the

university as an intellectual community confrc.nting major issues, cr state the

purposes of higher educatfir as teachings res-earch, and service, serve :poor

as accounts of what is done. At best,, they f-unction as useful ideologies 'that

throw a net of legitimacy over diverse activities.

Around the multitude of knowledge tasks, each national system of higher

education has an historically-derived arrangvent. The specific country

structures vary in such characteristics as breadth of coverage and the inclusion

or exclusion of particular fields and points of view within them. Of primary

importance is the prevailing array of operating units, the primary differentiated

structure, that historically has beep granted, or has acquired,, control over the

nuierous teaks. How is the work of research, scholarship, and training'in so

any fields distributed to groups? yhe patterned division of labor conditions

4
4
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a wide range of specific lsaues, such as access, certification, and graducte

employment, and determines considerably the nature of the problems cf

coordination and-control. All problems of serious re-form are just that, with

the re-division and recoMbination ofitasks generally at stake.

the -purpose here is to block out some dipensions of academic

diAeventiatiotand to identify several processes of.differentiation, tcwa=d

categories use p.11 in understanding the structure and evolution cf academic

systems.

I

DIMICNSIONS OF DIFFEFENTIA;ICN1

Theeinternal differentiacicn of national systems cf higher education m;a:

occur horizontally and vertically, within institutions and among them. Wit.:7in

4
insfIt'Uiions, the units differentiated on a horizontal plane may be denoted PS

-sections; -0* vertically-arras -2ed unirs- as tiers. Among institutions we rEfer

M

Go the lateral separations as sectors; the ertical, as hierarchies. Sections,

tiers, sectors, and hierarchies appear in veficus forms and cor4-inatfons in

different cogntries, affecting a host of Crucial matters.

Sections. Horizontal differentiation occurs withfn the 4r.-vid,13

.university or college chiefly in the for of a division cf labor by fields sf

knowledge. Such division has occurred typically at two levels, althouOt complex

universities may exhibit as many as four. The broadest groupings, generally

known by such titles as Faculty, School, or College, encotpass all preparat!on

for a certain occupation; e.g., law, business; cr a sef of "basic disciplinec,

e.g., the humanities, the natural sciences. The narrower groupings, whiCh are

the basic building blocks or operating units, generally known as Chair,

-

An earlier version of these four types of differentiation was developed in
Clark (1977a), which also appeared asWorking Paper Number 16 of the Yale
Higher Education Research Group, February 1977.

5
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Institute, or pepartment, encompass a specialty within a profession, e.g.,

Constitutional taw, or an entire basic discipline,- e.g., physics. A timber of
a

suggestive but fragmantary ideas about such differentiated units =ay beset forth.
'

(1) The horrzontally differentiated operating units are. the institution-

alization inikieter education of specialization',in advanced.occupations

(including those located mainly Within higher education itself), fields of

employment able to make sore clam= to esoteric 'knowledge and to a need to transmit

such knowledge systemst'ically to would-be practitioners. Pelatiocs among these

units are strongly centrifugal, since the discovery cring, and transmitting

of knowledge can go, on within the units in relatively =elf-con-a'nPd ways.

Nearly all the units Iled,little or no ellb-krA-4-- to most of the ot'rer

in order to accomplish effectively their own tass, e.g., law do.es not need

archeologEnglish literature dries not need pnyics. Hence there is not the

need for close .inter - dependence that obtains i,n business firs organized

around the pteduction and distribution of a set of products. As the aperaticnal

embodiment of the'tasks of higher education, the operating units of universities

and colleges tend to give their parent bodies the sh4e of federations, coali-

tions,:and conglomerates rather than of
,
unitary and single-purpose orgaaizations.

Problems of coordination and control are set accordingly.

(2) The strength of the centrifugal force among the operating units

depends in part on the commitment -of the larger:more encompassing units to

.specialized training or general education. Specialized training.is highly

fragmenting, while general education recinires the unit's to take one another

into account, fitting their work together as parts of a larger product.

European universities have been committed to 'specialized training. Hence

their Chairs, Institutes; and Faculties have tended to have high autonory,

with mutually exclusive personnels, c ienteIes, and resources, despite their

- Coro location within regional and national public systems that ostensibly
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would bring them into close interdependence. - ,In contrast, American liberal

arts colle'ges have been-committ'ad general education. Hence the faculty-of

their departmenti 10e needed to come together in an incluiive

faculty that controls "the curriculum" And attends to requi'remenips for students.

In short, general education as a task requires more coordination than does

specialized-training. Again., problems of coordination and control are set

accordingly.

(3) The strength of the centrifugal forCe dapendp also on the weight of

the commitment to the discovery of kncledgeversus thewtransmissiOn of

knowledge. Discovery, taking place at the leading edge of specialization within

each discipline, has exceedingly hie, need for autonomous action. In contrast,

.

t nstission involves some routine,handling of w)at is already knoWn and

ri\-4.aclass d, and can be coordinated by a group of peers within the disciplinary

unit and secondarily.by higher level generalists and non-peers. In shn4-1..

"freedom of iesearch".is more organizationally fragmenting than is "freedom
s-,

of teaching." Again, problem; Of coordination and control are 'set accordingl.y,

with centrifugal forces extremely strong in large'research universities.

(4) The horizontallrldifferentiated units vary in the qualities of the

bodies of knowleOge with which they work. Some departments, particularly im

the natural sciences, engineering, and-medicine, have well-developed structures

'of knowledge and exhibit consensus on known paradigms. Other departments, a

particularly'in the softer social sciences, the humanities, and the semi-
,.

professions, have poorly integrated bodies of knowledge and are characterized
r

by dissensus over competing and vague paradigms. Interne; administration

is affected accordingly; e.g., ersonnel selection is more difficult where

dissenstis reigns and easier when all members of the department are likely

to, perceive quality in senewhat similar terms (Lodahl and Gordon 1972).

4
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\(5) The basic difference among the lowest operating units iti national

systems to dat has been between Chair organization and Department organization

(Ben7David 1972; Blau 1973; Duryea 1473; Pa'rsons and Platt 1973; Clark and

Yowl 1976).. ChA organizatiOn, found throughout the European continent,

has also predominated in Japan, had N6tensive influence in Britain, and had.

Spread throughout the world wherever German, French, Italian, 6panish,

guese, and English modes of academic organization have been adopted. Depart-

mentalism, found most strongly in the Untted States, was untillrecent:y a.

deviant form, one rooted je.f.ticula.rly in the way that kmerican colleges and

universities, under trustee and administrative control, internally differen-

tiated themselves in the nineteenth e'er:tun! ;without adopting guild-like form.

of-faculty personal and collegial ccntrcl that have cone dovn in Europe from

the medieval universities. The Chair concentrates the respopsibilities and

powers of the primary operating unit in one person: it has been the most

important systemic source of personal authority in systems of higher education.

The Department allows such responsibilities and pewees to be assigned to an

±mpersonal unit and there spread among a number of professors of similar senior

rank and to associates and assistants.of lower rank.

(6) The basic structural difference among the more inclusive operating

units in national systems to date has been between relatively specialized

Faculties and Schools and comprehensive Faculties and Schools. The proto-

typic specialized unit concentrates on a profession: law, medicine, archi-
II

teCture,'pharmacy. All teachers and students have a' common occupational com-

nitment and identity, prldviding an important internal source of collegiality

and cohesion while distancing the unit from others at its level of organization.

Such units have bulked large in European universities. The prototypic compre-
.

I .

,hensive unit has been the Ameripen Faculty of Arts and Sciences, embracing

dozens of fields, and their carrying departments; across the humanitie s, the

'8 .
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Social sciences, and the natural sciences (Ben-David 1972). The Arta and

Sciences Fatuity has been recognized as the core personnel unit in the%

an university, predominating in importancesover the faculties of the

,professional schoois. It also arouilts to the entire faculty in the American

4.
colleges that concentrate on undergraduate education and havefew if any

processional schools. Thin unitAhas heterogeneous membership% its divers,'

members, specializing in widely disparate fields, liave little intOmmdn by

`

way of primary occupational commitment and identity, especially in. their tasks

of advinced training and research. Such diversity strainhe limits of

collegiality, of the possibilities of guild-like combinations of personal and

\ .
, .

, .

collegial authority providing sufficient coordination to hold the unit tcgether. ,e

The comprehensive scope of such units has called for additional means

of coordination, i.e.,.bUreaucratic, with one or more dean's office, set

above the departments, staffed with. full-time administrators, and linked bier-.

arcbically to such central campus administrative offices es president and

provost. In cross=national perspective, there seem to be structural as well as

historital reasons,why\campus bureaucracy became characteristic of American

universities and colleges:\

The importance -of internal horizontal differentiation can hardly be over-

estimated. To take one example of a major problem: access became defined in

the late 1960s and early 1970s as the most important problem of the an

brotight about by extension of national systems intc mass higher educatioh.

Research, ideology, an policy alike have tended Co treatthis problem in

global terms, as a proble entry'into a large system. But access ga4 long

Varied greatlyNOTthin syste including the individual university or college'

its . Highly'structured discWines such as physics have been relatively

diffic t to enter and to remain, i\ for an effective length of time.' Physicists

guard the oor will-prerequisites, particularly in mathematics; and
.

9



overwhelming majlity Of students cannot gain access. Among the professior41

sub sectors, medicine (in most countries has particularly learned how to limit

access .according to "number of laboratory spaces'," "effective clinical training,"

1
"high per-student costs," etc. In'contrast, other disciplines and professional,

schools are much easier to gain access to and to complete, at least through a

. first degree. Expansion into mass higher education has widened .these internal

differentials, with medicine, the natural sciences, and sotetimes engineerin.g

protecting their standards through limited access, while other units, in

(humaniti s, the social sciences,and sometimes such semi-professions as educaticn.

take all comers. Through both formal and informal rears, access is differ-
s

t\
\

Th'ere are one-tier and multi-tier national systems (1?an-David 1972; Parsons

and Platt 197a). A single tier has predominated in the European mode of

entiated across the many fields cf knowledge and their supporting olzPnizaticnal

sections that in ever larger number constitute the university or coIle;:e.

We may note also that given universities become corprehensi:e in order tc

handle more tasks and do.so by adding sections. Among the many forms cf over-

load that expansion, often brings, section overload is one of then. 'v:e often

ask whether .an expandedsuniveity or college is not attempting to do too

Itmuch, and therefcte whether it needs to surrender some tasks and related

sections while holding on to others. Placed in our schema, the question

liTtomes: when should sections becOme sectofs?
p

Tiers. Vertical differentiation of tasks and activities within individual

educational organizations centers on levels of training and Certification.

aca4emic'organization in whioh the professional schotl is'entered dire'ttly

after completion of secondary education. The student enrolls immediately in

medicine 'or law or another professional Faculty, or in one of the basic

disciplines on the basis that he is entering his chosen field of specialization.

The Hist major degree, taken after some three to six yehrs of course work,

10
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'certifies professional orldsciplinary competence. Sp4cialized entry into

the job market is then supposed tt obtain and traditional eipectations have
4

been formed accordingly. In some countries, e.g., Italy, there are ..few if any

higher degrees; n others, e.g:, Japanr, a second or third degree has been

available to Only a few. Strong units of organization for work above the

first degree have been non-existant or only weakly developed. If there,is a

Ph.D., it is handled by the same faculty unit that concentrates its enetgies

in first -tier operations.

Two distinct tiers have predominated in the American mode of university

organization: T'de first tier is largely involved i. ienera' with

limited specialiiaticr aailable as students choose 7.a:',or s,fo;ect cn

to concentrate in the last two cf four(years. The first major degree, the

1.

bachelor's, does not in most cases certify any particular professional

competence, giving most of its holders a general and ar-biguous connection to

the job market rather than a specific and clear connectionwith ex7ectations

4haped accordingly. Specialization has foundt its hoe in a second tier that

/ is clearly set off in a combination cf a graduate sVocl and separate prcfes-

sional schools that can only be entered after completion (cr at least several

ears) of the first level.
-

Tier structure 'has wide effects. As one example: the problem of accocs

varies greatly: It is most severe in those systems that have only one .tier..

.Mass entry then means, the right -of everyone who completes the secondary level
. .

00
to,enter into the one meaningcul level, specialize within it,it, and graduate

with a certified job-related competence. In Europe,selvtivity for'any of

the fields., including the professional ones, has been a major political battle--

I
. .

the issue of numerus cleusus--since to inse t selection, appears to deny mass

access and at a time when more middler4lass and lower-class students are

graduAting from the secondary level. Inmulti-tier structures, the lower
r
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level, or levels, can offer opep-door o mass access, while the upper level,

or levels, operate selectively. No one nds it strange in the United States

that graduate schools, law schools and architecture schools can be highly

selective. The lower levels screen for the upper levels, just as in the past

the,secondary, level, befcire it became.universal,' screened for higher education.

The internal vertical differentiation of levels within higher education allows

the screening)function to move up the educational ladder arlotheti revel or two.

Thus, it combines open and limited access.

We may prelct increased vertical differentiation in national systems

toward four and five levels. In degr6e structwre, the kr;.erican system already

-has four: a two-year kssociate il:Xrts degree, the four-year B4chelor s

degree, the file.. and six-veer Master's deg-Pree, and the eight- to Ph.D.

degree.- tnder the burdens of expansion into masa high6r education, single'
11,

tier'systems are "inno:at,ing" with first, second, and third "cycles" (France),-

national testing devices (West -Germany), and various other ways of establishing'

vertical tapering. futnels, explicitly as .well as covertly, to cope with the'
II

tensions of mass entry and selective training, general and specialized education,
.. .

teaching and research. In increasingly complex systems, diff4rent academic

interests become somewhat proeect,ed and less con flicting,as they becor4e lodged

at different levels.

Sectors. Ubrizontal differentiation'among institutions within systems of

ligher education takes a number.of forms among which we can note'three for

e
purpbses of early classification and comparison. One is a,iingle sector only,

under state control, found in nationallked sets of universities' that monopolize

higher edcatipn, e.g., Italy (Clprk 1977b). The second is a binary, or multi-

structure,,but also under state control, in which the speratl types--

the university, the teacher training college, the4technological school--serve

as major parts of a single system under tie same public purse. Fratice is a.
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clear example,' with i s major division between Grandes Bkolesland universities

(T: Claik.1973; Van e Graaff and Furth 1978); and Britain hag evolved rapidly

toward,this type since the mid-1960s is the national goyernthmt has become the

prime supporAr of the universities told and new), the polytechnics and the

)a *

teachers colleges, and more inclined toward planne tatIon(Hals e and

Trow 1971; Perkin 1977). The third type of structbra is one t at has a-mix of

sectors that have different bases of firiancial support%such.as-publio and

private, or national, provincial, state, and 1 government. Sagan is an

4stanco(of this most heterogeneous type, with imperial' universities, other

is institutions, private universities, and private colliges (Passin 102;

*
/Cummings 1976; Wheeler 1978). The Ja4ese moved into mass higher educatn

k

mainly by expanding the private sectors, the opposite of what happened in the

United States, to the point where over aeventy-five percent of enrollment

appearedip private institutions.

The United States is the strongest.case of the third type, with 3,000

institutions-varying so widely in type that recent clgssificatons have gong

to ten or more categories.even without the use of the public - private dtstinction

(Carnegie CoMimission 1973). This differentiation has 1e4 to features of insti-
i

IptuVons othei than the research-centered,univetsities
which continue to be

widely overlooked-by research scholars: e.g., over one-half of all students

entering higher education enter community colleges, which numbered over 1,000

by the ear 3y 1970s; about a third of all enrollment is in the community

colleges;,ovet a hird isin four- and five -year colleges, apd,less thAn a

third is in fluniyersities," i.e., institutions that awaid at least ten

dottorates a year'(Carnegie Commission 1973). Within the university category,

'

at least a third of the enrollment is in 'institutions better classified as

service universities than as research universities, i.e., they have teaching

loads of nine hours a week or more that preclude much research and tilt 1.!

13
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the reward system away from research.productivity and toward tiorthing performance
2

and service to the institution (Fulton andTrow 1975). tess.than a-fifth of.

Am erican students and faculty arg in the research universities that couple
-

teaching and tesearch to a major degree, in conformity with the traditional

model idealized in the three major Germanylkritain, and theUnited

States by the end of the nineteenth century.

Hierarchies. Vertical arrangements of sectors are of two sorts: high and

'low placement based on level of tagk;.high and low placement based on socially-

assigned prestige, which is o but not always closely related to the firsts

form of placement. The first form comes frori hoillzontally-differentiated

Bettors hag tasks that cover rungs inthk educational ladder, with sectors
AI Pk

then-taking up location at lower and higher rungs, lower ones feeding to higher

ones. In the United States, the typical tripartite differentiation of state

systems-has theeTftmuaity college coterminous with the first two years in thec

basic structure of grade levels, the state college overlaps the first. and

extends to take in another two to four years, through bachelor- 's and master's

degree level, and the state xmiversity overlaps both the first two institutions

. .

and extends upward another several years to the doctoral degree and poet-
/ .

doctoral training. The feeder-institution sequenceruns strongly from the

first to the second to the third; students pass along to "Higher" classes of

institutions because they are moving upward through levels of training tHat

xeassigned differentially to Sectors.

Hierarchy,by prestige ranking of sectors i.based considerably on-perceived

social value of institutional output. Where are graduates pltced in the labor

force and atherwise in social circles that shape life chances? The feeder

structure mentioned above and others like ipoinvolves graduates stepping,out

int the labor force at different prestige levels that are.autamatically

assigne Ty public perception back upon the training institutions-s-ehe

14
1-
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differential prestige of doctor', teacher, and secretary assigned to university,

r
four-year college,, and tworyear college. Such sec4 ranking is characteristil

of American higher education. g 'wtty of steam is not likely'to occur,

especially for whole sectort, when tasks arq performed that are differentially

-

valued in the general populatitri (Bankt 1955).

Non-feeder structures also.contain.sector rankings Studefts do not move. 0.

on from one sector to another across permeable boundaries but Inter and stay

largely within water-tight sectors-that place differently. The Grandes Ecoles

in France constituta sector that is autonomous from and socially superior to

the university sector, providing a sharp institutional hierarglly-withinwl-iich

about ten percent of the students ate guaranteed elite futures! The imperial

universities in Japan, and especially the University of Tokyo and.the Uriiversity,

of Kyoto; havevbeen similarly ranked very high above other 44stitutions, with

that ranking fixed in guaranteed high placement of graduates in hveffiess and

government.

Such hierarchies are found in varying degree and form in all systems of

higher education about which some dipendable information is available. Research

on the patterns of variation will help to explain much spout system performance

and the organizational environment of universities and colleges.

11 ;PROCTSSES OF DIFFERENTIATION

If useful 'dimensions of differentiation are difficult to identify, given

our current state of knowledge, the proce ses of differentiation are even mere

difficult to illUminate in a satisfying ner. Basic research is lacking on

such crucial matters as the ways in whic disCiplines emerge and penetrate

universities structures to become permanent parts of them, how prevai

-disciplines split or recombine their parts to form new sections, and why some

,systems evolve multiple levels of training more than do others. The best ideas

1

15
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' currently available give.us some insight largely on the development of insti-

tutional'types;., hence 01 sector differentiation. We set forth these ideas

under the fpllowing toldics: the birth and persistence of institutional types;

the transferenc of types; structural responses to growth;. and the legitimation

of different institutional roles. a

Birth and Persistence of Organizational Types. Much Can be learned about

the differentiation of academic systems by analyzing the- .historical origin,

and especially the persistence over long periods of time, of the major forms

that comprise existing structures. In, this developmental approach, the units

of analysis are current components but the search is historical, seeking answers

I
to the questions: Why did the form originate? Once initiated, by did it

'persisOofieneAduring over decades and even centuries of narked turmbil and

change)?, How did earlier forms condition later ones as they emerged?

Thy question of origins is the most difficult of all for systematic answer,

since the particulartsts-of time and place seem to make exceptions which

outweigh all possible rules. But as Stinthccmhe (1965) has indicated, we can

at least objectively - determine that different historical. periods have giver.

St. '

rise to different forms of organiiation that are with us today. The possi-

bilities and conStraints of a particular time, whatever their configuration,

were the setting within which a certain form originated, became an established

pattern, and then endured into the present, still, showing basic aspects of the

shape with which it began. The first European universities. emerged at a time

When guildA were a primary _farm of occupational organization, and they early
. .11

.became constituted around guird forms that have in modified forms persisted

for centuries-right up to the.present time (Clark 1977b). The colonial setting

of pre-Revolutionary American .cAleges gave rise to the combination of small,

detached colieus and general supervision by lay trustees, features that have
.

had pervasive Atrmanent influence. Explanation of how diffeientiatlon has core

16
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about needs to explore historical roota.

. -

But the question of persistence seems the more central one. FolloWing

.Stinchcombe, we may suggest three possibilities. Persistence may possibly be

rooted in apparent effectiveness: a given type of'organization or farm of
(1-.7

Control seems to remain a core efficient tool than its possible competitors.

Or, persistence may stem from lack of competition: the form in.question may

have developed a protected niche within i domain of units and never had to

face an open battle against other forms that nay be equally or more effective.

o

Or, persisteice.may follow from a set of sociological tendencies that turn an

organizational form into an end in itself, a social institution, Participants

work to perpetuate a fort that serves and prOtects them as they develop legit-

imated rights, become a vested 'collective Interest, and develop appropriate

ideologies that justify the traditional ways and their control. These socio-

logical phenomena are seemingly at the heart of organizational persiotence,

particularly since they tend to develop a recognized and stable niche for an

institutional form that protects it against possible competitors and thereby

makea irrelevant the rational question of tomparativeeffectiveness.

' These sociological sources of persistenop are likely to be strong in

Usher education systems, since they normally depend rather strongly on narta-

tive and symbolic bonding and relatively little on coercive and instrumental

form of toordieation.. Fence they are rich in ideologies that ustify tradi-

tional practice, and legitimate the rights of certain practit ners, e.g., the

min

f

rhetorics of "the liberal aris," "the community of s holars," "the

freddom-of teaching and research." Certain types Of colleges and universitiess

and certain forms oi.0:acatemic control, exhibit a stubborn capacity to survive

all types of pressure, including the efforts of powerful reformers. And so often

i

the institutionaltzing forces are bolstered by the monopoly position typically .

/ evest to sectors of public organization. In most countries, all of higher
Ie
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education is under the aegis of the natiodal governmen; and within the

aduanistrative-lomain of a single agency. Within tqe agency, as earlier out-

lined, there is typically either a monopoly of formlby the public university

or a minor division of labor between the university form and one or two other

forms such as the teachers training. college and the technological institution,

each with a monopoly over a-respective function. Appearing most deeply in the

European mode of academic organizationthe'public university financed by

national government has had sach dominance in role that it 'tits acquired over-.

whelming dominance in prestige. The words,"uniVersity" and'"higher.suCation"

are used interchangeably, often even by Anerican observers:- Thus, Lorain

polies interact strongly Nith institutionalizing forces-tp give great

persistence to forts of organization-and control in higher education. Differ-
%

entiatiOn is then in part an accumulation of historical deposits.

Transference of OrgALizaticnal Types. n new nations, or nations ne;;ly

attending to the development o` education, organizational forms cormonly
c

are brought from elsewhere, not independently invented. The establishment of

the.old foftsin new settings poses intriguing questions of the manifest and

latent intentions of the colonial or native founders. %'hatever those reasons,

the transferred forms must be adapted to survive in a different context, dine

ringed abOnt with a different set of external constraints and demants and

driven internally by different perceived interests. The types are then likely

to come out very differently as part of the academic differentiation of the

new fro* the cad in the receiving country. The internal aspects of implementing

the transferenceof types-of universities and colleges-in the receiving country

have thus far been poorly studied, other than in the Ease of India (Ashby 1966,

'Altbach 1972), subordinated by simplistic vrews of a few scholars going abroad

and bringing home anew form, or of a clear decision by a governmental elite

to ioorrow wboleiale from the midst prestigious international model of the time,

i

I
13
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or of a simple imposition by ametropole col.onial power. of one of its own

types: It has often been noted that American scholars went to Germany in the

'latter part of'the,nineteenth century, were there favorably impressed-by the

German research university, dnd;returning home, brought the research university

to America. But what they brought back was a strengthened idea that fitted the

interests of scientists who had for some decades been developing a place for

scientific research in the American college (Gtralnick 1975). They did not

bring back the Chair organization which was central to the functioning, of the

German university. or did they bring back the German structje of first-tier

specialization. Instead there had to be devised the second-tipr graduate

A

school as a way of handliNg research and advanced specialized training in set-

tings where,the four-year liberal arts college was deeply rooted (Ben-David

1972).

In the case of Japan, officials of the mqernJapanese state explicitly

sought to speed the modernization of thefr higher education in the 1.7Notne-

teenth nd early twentieth century by reaching to Western societies forObodes

of organi ation as well as technology. But the borrowing was highly pr\-
----- -

matic: ha r organization within the university seems to have come primarily

from Germany, ut nalional ministry control had to be studied in France not

Germany. And much development was not state-planned: private colleges,

mainly an import from thgUnited States'and Britain, were initiated and con-

trolled by foreign missionaries and churches. The Japanese conditions resulteE

in the extensive differentiation of sectors discussed earlier and a steep

prestige hierarchy 9f institutions, the latter affected by deliberately con-

centrated investment of the national government in .the Uni4rsities of Tokyo
4

and Kyoto, and a second group of imperial universities, as training places for

. -

governmental cadres and pace-settets for the rest of the system.

Questions of international influences--weighing, borrowings and adapting

1 19
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organizational forms--might well be more deeply explored for older copntries,

as on the-European Continent, as a part of developfental analysis, Nations,

sometimes in response to ambitions, often in response to Nworsening interns-

'tional position,or defeat in war, question the efficacy of their institutions,

inclUdiidg highSr education, and look abroad far solutions. International com-

parative eve tion is then a way of challenging monopolies of form and group

Control at home. Certain functions, preeminently scientific research, lend

themselves more readily than others (such as teaching) to comparisons among

nations-, and are also commonly perceived as directly impinging upon the nationdl

welfare. But with their great differences in cuiture and social organizatLcr.,

nations have also varied greatly in willingness and capacity to look to ne

4outside: for example`, in Europe during th; last century, Italy less than

.

Sweden, Spain and Portugal less than Itiely, It is possible for countries to

virtually seal themselves off'culturally for a century or more, even when

bordering on the most imposing national models of the time. Since World -war

II, however, the pace of inter-nation \learning about the strengt-Kb and weak-

nesses of different forms has steadily increased, e.g., on departmental

structures,- comprehensive universities, open universities.

'Responses to Growth. A proces-centered'perspective on academic differ-

entiation that is drawn from general sociological thought on structural dif-

ferentiation art a response to growth in size and function has been applied to

Iiisber education in research by Smelser on public higher education in California

(Smelser 1974):Ris study detailed a set of six possible responses to rapid

.growth: (1) to increase the size of the system's units, without modifying

4
their structure; (2) to create new, separate units that are similar in structure

to the existing units; (3) to shift the emphasis offunctianaractivities, so

that spike parts of the system perform more, otheri less; (4) to add or discard .

functions; (5) to add new structaes with different funCtions, without

2 a
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substantially modifying the existing structures; and (6) tc1'split general:

function units into two or more specialized units. The firit .three responses

actually took place in the [Diversity of California system between 1950 and

1970, whildtthe latter three did not,_. producing a mix of responses that led

to,a university system more "ripe for conflict, because its struiture was

producing some significant groups with intenge feelings of deprivation and

disaffection" (Smelser, 1974, p. 111). The responses that occurred did not

produce a more finely tuned formal division of labor. Nor did the growth Of

.

regular faculty keep pace with the requirements'of the responses were

Teaching assistants and research personnel were expanded rapei.dry'to

handle the load wiehim'the-terms of the traditional units, therqvareaiing

large groups who did crucial work but felt poOrly rewarded. As ancillary.

-,1personnel staffed more classrooms, faculty withdrew from undmrgradugte teaching

,b

even more than before, thereby increasing the sense of deprivation among

undergraduate students. The general structure was not changed"; new segments

and roles within it were not clearly developed, form6lly recognized, and

supported with legitimating doctrines. Instead a partial differentiation of

new roles, with only minor rewards and insufficient legitimacy, developed. The

outcome was, as 5meIser, has pointed out, "a classical Tocguevillian situation:

an elite class retaining its powers and formal responsibilities while allowing

the performance of some of its duties to slip into other hands" (Smelse; 197

p. 409).

This chain of events has occurred in even sharper form in systems

other countries (Clark 1977b). Expansion from elite to mass numbers of students

in.European systems during the\196Ds was generally handled by simply ncreasing

the size of existing'units,
without-modifying their structure, and dding

similar units. Typically, the senior faculty explOded relatively slowly and

held onto traditional
prerogatives within guild-like clusters o chairholders.

21.1
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bare work produced/byssxpansion was assigned to large cadres of junior

faiSlty and research/assistants. They received relatively -minor rewardS, and

the arms of students became more

lack oi certain structural responses during Cr

rofessors. The

ial years of rapid expansion,

Ituch as Spiding,new units with different functions (ems., creating short-

cycle,or first-cycle units) and modifying the structure of existing units

(e.g., from hair to Department organization), thus contributed to;(a) a work

overload, (b)\.\a large gap between responsibilities and rewards among sub-

. ordinate personnel, and (c) the growth of feelings of deprivation among all

\'groups, including. in tire, senior professors themselves. Institutional
-

._....-i s (-
insufficiency became/widespread, as, forms long worked (Alt for small-scale

/ ,

+ organiza ion were retained in what had become exceedingly large academic

complex s.

The broadest policy implication one can draw for the viability of academic

structures, from the experience -of expansion--and now of cortractien--is that

structural differentiation, planned or emergent, is the name of the gate in

mass 'higher education.

I

The Legitimation of Institutional Roles. The central sociological and

administrative problem-in the differentiation of sectors is the legitimation

of or6anizational roles. To stabilize a role, a sector must believe in the

importance of its line of work, its distinctive mix of tasks, developing a

doctrine that leads its members to fight for its separate development. ad

causes outsiders to support it. Without 'legitimating ideology as anchor, a

sector will move toward the rbles of others that have been strongly legitimated,

Weak role legitimation prOduces academic drift, the convergence of several

institutional types on a single form. Such rift occurs in both planned and

unplanned systems. The California system of higher education, under its well-

\

known 1960 Master Plan, attempted to stabilizea tripartite structure of
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,

conformity college, state college, and'state university. Tile community college

role became leg,itimated and increasingly institutionalized; while the state

college role was notaccepted by the personnel of the colleges and did not

it
become yell anchored. As a result, the colleges have evolved, de facto and

de lure,, toward the university role. In general; the chief form of academic

drift in American higher education over the last three'to four decades has

been'that 'of public four-year colleges moving away. from the unwanted-role of

teaching teachers, and otherwise concentrating on bachelor's level career

preparation, and toward the standing of a university. Numerous'ihstitutions

have moved alongria path from normal school to teachers college, to state college,

to state university. In Britain, planned and unplanned differentiation has

been diminished over many decades by the drift of institutional types upward

in the academic pecking order, toward university status and particularly toward

features char &teristic of Oxford and Cambridge (Pratt and Burgess 1974). The

sane phenomenon has been observed in_Australia, where a "second-best" sector

converges on aimore prestigious university sector (Harmon 1977). The dis-

placement of colleges out of an unwanted role may occur repeatedly in a single

location,each-time leaving a vacuum of attention to a needed task that brings

another institution int1 the unoccupied territory, soon itself to move on to

apparently higher rewards.

Distinctive institutional roles may be legitimated in various ways. In

. tightly administered systems, kovernmental fiat naY'establish and maintain a

differentiation of sectors. In loosely administered systems, different bureaus

may serve as. the supporters and protectors of different sectqrs, isolating

their, oonel'schools from the pressures of uniformity 'within a single encompassing

ininistry.ln.market systems, competing sets of institutions may find protective

niches of attracted,funds,-personnel, and 'clientele, differentiating themselves

as they differentiate locations in the general market., And the conditions of



competition generate some entrepreneurial search for advantage in being

different. On balance, dispersed control seems to favor diversity. But the

evidence is far Prom clear on this point, and. much research isn eded on the

conditions in academic polities and academic arkets under which he inkitu-

tional forms of higher education diverge or converge.

Many of the basic problems faced by national systems of higher education,

especially when expand. ng or contracting rapidly, vary. greatly according to

the extent and form oflth differentiation of sectors. The single-sector

`arrangement that we ident ied earlier is the type most vulnerabre to task

overload and to new functions diminishing old functions.. These effects tend

to call forth efforts to differentiate sectors, c-Jertly or covertly; to handle

different tasks, reduce the conflict produced by contradictory expectations,

and protect old functions. ior example, Turopean scientists now find it

problematic whether scientific research an remain within all their universi

ties, as the teaching and'participation duties of faculty in amass higher

education come to.dominate available time, encouraging them to attempt to

separate a few research-centered universitils from the rest. In contrast,

the heterogeneous-seclor type of system organization is susceptible to Charges

of-institutional inequality,by personnels and clienteles alike, since the

different institutional types are unequated in access, treatment, output, and

rewards, and various "have-nots" press for equity. Transferability across

boundaries of sectors also become a key organizational problem. The pressures

of reform 4re then in the direction of equating-institutions and equalizing

courses, programs, and degrees.

CONCLUSIONS

The knowledge work of higher education is carried out in every country

in a differentiated structure that divides and allocates tasks within and

24)1
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among institut"fons. Certain features, of differentiation are likely to be

common among national systems: the basic_ ectioning of the natural sciences

in such fields as physics, chemistry, and biology., and well-defined sub-fields

thereof', has wide currency. ,But many features of differentia ion vary widely

among nations: the division of labor among institutional types, or sectors,

is subject to the particulars of time of origin anAlinstitutional context In

each country. Whatever the combination of sections and tiers within institu-

tions, and sectors and hieratOlies among them, the-prevailing structure sets

many 'Of the problems of coordination and control and conditions nearly all

important issues of continuity and reform. LAn understandineof the basic

structure becomes the footing for better comprehension of a wide range of

/problems and issues.

,A

. The traditionalized assignment of tasks to groups in complex systems is

never a matter of strict organizational routine, a cry subject to be pushed

aside while one attends to broad policy and major decisions. The differen-

tiated structure itaf is a mobilization of bias, a face of power. Its

strongly moNdlizes some points of view(tnd group interests by giving the=

footing in, and control over, day -to -dam operations, while excluding others

from the agenda of action. Hence to study academic differentiation is not

only to.determine the.academicdivision of labor in its specific operational

settings. It is also a Pursuit of the dxpressioh of academic values and the

foundations of academic power.

2D
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